In this talk, we give additional properties and discuss the solvability of partial differential équations in . As examples, we prove the solvability in this space of some first order operators which are solvable neither in the space of distributions, nor in the space of S ΑΤΟ-MARTINE AU hyperfunctions .
The complète procfs will be published elsewhere ( [2] ).
I-Définitions, notations and basic properties
We dénote by pPCresp. φ 31 ) the η dimensional real (resp.complex) space. We introduce the following notations: If Ω is an open set in tf 1 , we dénote by Η(Ω) the space of analytic functions defined in Ω , with the usual topology ; and Η·(Ω) its dual, the space of analytic functionals in Ω .
We dénote
E(x,t) = ---H exp (--JL') , U,t) e
Let^hsscM "b© the space of analytic solutions u of the heat équation
The mapping
where U q and u^ are the CAUCÏÏI data defined by PROOF 1°)Necessity of (il. 5)
where C^O and Κ is a compact set in (D^+^ .
A»
The inequality (il.3) follows easily for u(x) 2°) Sufficiency of (il.5)
If
F is an anlytic functional in φ η , let us dénote
its Fourier-BOREL transform. If f € c"jC , it follows easily from (ll,l) and (il.2) that one can obtain the représentations :
In order to prove the sufficiency of (il.3)» we assume that a given entire function f satisfies (il.3). We shall show that f may be written in the form (il.5)· The latter resuit is a conséquence of the following lemmas. We shall discuss the solvability inc*^ of the équation (HI.2) P(x,D X ) u = f .
Let us first consider the following operator (Pu)(x,t) = p(x,t,L^ )u(x,t) .
Let us write Ρ in the following form may be proved using a global CAUCHY-KOVALEVSKY type theoraa (see [3] for similar techniques).
